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Super Centurion® Fire
Hydrants Obtain CE Mark
UL International in the United Kingdom
has issued Mueller Co. with a “Certificate
of Constancy of Performance” for Super
Centurion® Fire Hydrant models A-421,
A-423, A-433, and A-435. The certificate
attests that Mueller designs, inspects,
tests, and monitors the production in
strict accordance with
standard EN-14384,
“Pillar Fire Hydrants”,
and can apply the
coveted “CE mark” to these model
hydrants. In addition, CE certifications
and drawings are available on our
website at www.muellercompany.com

Mueller & Saint-Gobain Partner at Aquatech Amsterdam

Mueller helped distributor Saint-Gobain celebrate its 350th anniversary by jointly
sponsoring a booth at Aquatech Amsterdam 2015. More than 18,000 international
water technology professionals convened to network, exchange ideas and do
business. The Mueller/Saint-Gobain booth attracted visitors who wanted to learn
more about the company’s gate valves, pressure monitoring system, and leak
detection technology. Check out the event video at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_3yBbQ8g1S8

BEFCO Engineering Hosts Drought Solutions Seminar
Mueller now offers custom drought solutions seminars
with the release of its Drought Handbook
(www.droughtbook.com). Consulting engineering and
surveying company BEFCO Engineering hosted the first
such seminar at its headquarters in La Grange, Texas.
Employees from BEFCO and nearby municipalities
learned from representatives of Mueller Co. and affiliates
about approaches and methods to help their water
distribution clients conserve water and combat the effects
of extreme drought. To schedule a custom seminar for
your company, please visit www.droughtbook.com today.
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Chattanooga Mayor Andy Burke Visits the Mueller
Technology Center
On Tuesday, October 27, 2015, Chattanooga Mayor Andy Burke visited the
Mueller Technology Center in Chattanooga. During his visit, Mayor Burke met
our team, toured the testing laboratory, learned about the gate valve production
process, and was shown our 3D scanning and data analysis process. The visit
gave Mayor Burke and his staff a greater appreciation for Mueller Company’s role
as a leader in the water infrastructure industry and our commitment to research
and development.

New Drought Solutions Videos Available
Leading water industry publisher Water & Wastes
Digest produced three (3) videos that focus on Mueller’s
water conservation and drought solutions products.
• Apple Valley Stops Water Leaks with
Mueller® Pipe Repair Products
• Bozeman Controls Hydrant Vandalism
with the Hydrant-Defender® System
• Birmingham Achieves Annual Savings
with Hydro-Guard® technology
These videos are available on our YouTube channel
at http://www.youtube.com/muellerco500
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Using 3D Printing as a Prototyping Tool

The Mueller Co. Vision

Mueller uses 3D printing as a prototyping tool
during many of our product development and
improvement projects. 3D printing is a process for
making a physical object from a three-dimensional
digital model, typically by laying down many
successive thin layers of a material. A good
example of 3D printing was during the development
of the Jones® Triton® ductile iron wet barrel hydrant.
Introduced to the market in June 2015, Mueller’s
Albertville, Alabama plant used 3D printing to
produce prototypes of the new contemporary
design, which features a contoured head and
fluted spool, for review by and to obtain feedback
from select customers. For more information about
Triton, please visit www.joneswaterproducts.com.

“To be a trusted provider of branded
products and services known for
superior quality, reliability and the lowest
total cost of ownership that help our
customers operate their businesses
more efficiently and protect lives and
property. We manage our business
to realize leadership sales and value
creation over the long term.”

Expanding Service Brass Product Line
Fittings 42%

- Greg Rogowski, President

Valves 58%
To meet growing customer needs, our Decatur Plant added 116 new service
brass parts in 2015. As shown in the image above, the additions included
designing and manufacturing 67 valves and 49 fittings to fulfill orders. Mueller
Co. has committed to expand its service brass product offering and customer
service. Look for more additions coming soon! In the meantime, check out the
handy cross-reference feature on the free Mueller App. Search for “Mueller Co”
in the Apple App or Google Play stores or visit our website at:
http://muellercompany.com/MobileLinks/

Hydro-Guard® Redefined
The company is extending the brand
“Hydro-Guard” to include all products
and services used by utilities to flush
and monitor water distribution networks. This includes devices and systems
provided by Mueller Co. and its extensive distribution network that measure
important water quality parameters such as chlorine residuals, pressure,
temperature, pH, and more. Be on the lookout for new ads in water industry
publications soon.

Mueller Water Products Becomes Energy Star Partner
This partnership further demonstrates Mueller’s commitment to environmental stewardship and lowering
our energy costs. The Energy Star program was introduced by the EPA in 1992 as a voluntary program to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions through energy efficiency.
People may be familiar with the program from household appliances, such as washing machines and
refrigerators, many of which carry the Energy Star label. In addition to product certification, Energy Star
also partners with commercial and industrial facilities to help them improve energy efficiencies in their
buildings and manufacturing processes.
“We’ll be able to network with other industry leaders and learn from their experiences how we can further reduce our
energy usage and greenhouse gas emissions,” said Aaron Croop, Mueller Water Products’ Corporate Manager for
Environmental Health & Safety.

Have a Product Development Idea?
Have an idea for a new product or service? See a gap in our offering? Submit your idea today! Simply visit
our website, complete the form and we will be in touch: http://www.muellercompany.com/products/request/

633 Chestnut St., Suite 1200
Chattanooga, TN 37450

Interested in Joining the Mueller Team?
Our careers portal provides individuals with an easy way to explore job openings and understand the many benefits of joining
North America’s largest and only full-line supplier of potable water distribution products. The new job board, accessed through
www.muellercompany.com/careers, enables individuals to view open positions within Mueller Co. and across the entire Mueller
Water Products organization. Prospective employees can view current job openings by location, profession, or business unit.
Visitors can also create a job agent to search postings and identify matches based upon specific skill sets. Once a match is found,
applying for the job opening is just a couple of clicks away.
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